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Troy Edward Baker (born April 1, 1976) is an American actor and musician known for portraying the lead
characters in various video games. His most notable voice-over performances are as Joel in The Last of Us,
Kanji Tatsumi in Persona 4, Booker DeWitt in BioShock Infinite, the Joker in Batman: Arkham Origins,
Batman in other titles, Delsin Rowe in Infamous Second Son, Sam Drake in Uncharted 4 ...
Troy Baker - Wikipedia
Nicholas "Nik" Turner (born 26 August 1940, Oxford, Oxfordshire, England) is an English musician, best
known as a former member of space rock pioneers Hawkwind.Turner plays saxophones, flute, sings, and is a
composer.While with Hawkwind, Turner was known for his experimental free jazz stylisations and outrageous
stage presence, often donning full makeup and Ancient Egypt-inspired costumes.
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